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Supporting Figure 1 . Root mean square deviation along each umbrella trajectory with reference to the umbrella initial structure in one copy of US-boundMg simulations with no excess MgCl 2 . The figure is not shown for other umbrella sampling simulations because of the similarity to this figure.
Supporting Figure 2 . Part of the GAC RNA average structure over cumulative 2 ns production data of umbrellas 9.0-9.9 Å (close to the crystal structure with reaction coordinate value of 9.6 Å) in two independent sets of simulations with neutralizing parm neut-KCl-run1/exclusion-c0-0A/build/full.topo trajin neut-KCl-run1/exclusion-c0-0A/md/w-09.000/prod_2.traj trajin neut-KCl-run1/exclusion-c0-0A/md/w-09.000/prod_3.traj trajin neut-KCl-run2/exclusion-c0-0A/md/w-09.000/prod_2.traj trajin neut-KCl-run2/exclusion-c0-0A/md/w-09.000/prod_3.traj
